1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Cerebral palsy (CP) is a prevalent neurodevelopmental disorder in which early brain damage results in neuromuscular impairments and sensory-perceptual disturbances ([@b0225]). While the literature on CP primarily focuses on the sensorimotor impairments, a relatively small body of literature has examined visual dysfunction in children with CP. Despite the paucity of studies, visual dysfunction is now recognized as a core, co-occurring disorder affecting between 50% and 90% of those with CP ([@b0040], [@b0050], [@b0055], [@b0220]). Visual function is especially important as precise visual information is crucial for understanding our environment and making accurate motor decisions ([@b0130]). When the visual system is unable to efficiently process low-level visual information, all other visual computations and processes reliant on this information may be disturbed ([@b0200]), potentially contributing to diminished motor performance in everyday activities ([@b9000], [@b0230]).

Several studies have reported that children with CP may have ocular abnormalities such as refractive errors, optic atrophy and optic disc pallor ([@b0030], [@b0055], [@b0060], [@b0120], [@b0190]). In addition, these children may have oculomotor impairments resulting in difficulty with fixation, smooth pursuits, saccadic movements or strabismus ([@b0030], [@b0055], [@b0120], [@b0125]). Clinical reports also indicate that there may be a high incidence of more nuanced brain-based visual dysfunctions in those with CP, including basic visual perception deficits (*e.g*., contrast sensitivity, acuity) and higher-level visual disorders involving perception and integration (*e.g*., visual-cognitive disorders; [@b0055], [@b0120], [@b0240], [@b0245]). Given the high prevalence of such visual aberrations in those with CP, it appears likely that the perinatal brain insults that underlie the characteristic sensorimotor impairments seen in CP concurrently affect aspects of the visual processing pathway (*e.g*., geniculostriate, optic radiations, visual cortex; [@b0025], [@b0035], [@b0055]). Consequently, there is likely a strong connection between the motor presentations seen in those with CP and the degree of the visual processing impairments.

The processing of contrast is a low-level visual processing component that develops early in life and occurs early in the visual processing stream ([@b0015]). Adequate processing of visual contrast allows one to determine the edge of a step or discriminate a rock from the background of the sidewalk. Additionally, contrast gratings may be used to determine visual acuity, another fundamental aspect of vision ([@b0015]). Several magnetoencephalographic (MEG) brain imaging studies have shown that viewing sinusoidal gratings with high contrast elicits a oscillatory response consisting of a sustained increase in gamma (\>30 Hz) activity in the primary visual (V1) cortices, as well as a decrease in the strength of alpha and beta (8 -- 25 Hz) activity in more lateral occipital cortices ([@b0005], [@b0070], [@b0250]). These spectrally-specific neural responses may serve different visual processes. The strength of the gamma response is dependent upon the contrast properties of the stimulus, while the strength of the alpha--beta power decrease is not contrast dependent ([@b0250]). Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) suggests that individual differences in visual gamma power are likely dependent upon local γ-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) inhibitory interneuronal connections to pyramidal cells ([@b0175]). Furthermore, structural imaging has suggested that the thickness of local gray matter within visual cortices is closely related to the strength of occipital gamma oscillatory activity ([@b0180]). As for the alpha--beta oscillations, the consensuses is that they are central to visual processing and the engagement of visual attention ([@b0100]). These responses are generally centered in more lateral occipital visual cortices, bilaterally, and are seen during the processing of almost all visual input ([@b0005], [@b0015], [@b0070], [@b0250]). Although we currently have in depth knowledge about the cortical oscillations associated with visual processing in healthy controls, no studies to date have determined if such cortical oscillations are altered in children with CP during processing of high-contrast stimuli. Such information will provide key data on the neurophysiological underpinnings of the more nuanced visual processing deficits noted in the clinic for these children. In addition, these data will aide in the development of more precise therapeutic treatments that target the specific neuro-physiological processes that are contributing to the visual deficits.

To date, our MEG investigations have begun to evaluate the potential alterations in cortical visual function seen in children with CP. We initially identified that children with CP have weaker cortical oscillations in the primary visual cortices (V1) while performing a visuomotor knee isometric force production task ([@b0140]). Given that the task in [@b0140] involved components of stimulus tracking, we conducted a follow-up investigation that isolated the cortical oscillations associated with visual motion in the V5/Visual MT cortical area by having children track a series of moving dots ([@b0275]). These results showed that the children with CP had weaker alpha--beta (8 -- 20 Hz) cortical oscillations in the V5/Visual MT area during visual motion, implying that visual processing deficits in CP extend beyond the primary visual cortices ([@b0275]). Despite the clinical inferences taken away from these investigations, we still have a limited understanding of the neurophysiology underlying most aspects of visual stimulus processing in children with CP. Obviously, the identification of contrasting stimuli plays a prominent role in our visual perception and acuity. Therefore, the primary aim of this investigation was to quantify the strength of visual cortical oscillations induced by a static high-contrast spatial gratings image in children with CP and typically-developing (TD) children. Our systematic evaluation of sub-components of the visual processing networks in children with CP is directed at enhancing the identification and treatment of specific visual problems that may be impacting how children with CP perceive environmental change.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

A total of 46 children participated in this investigation. In this study, the term "children" is defined as anyone under 18 years-old at the time of enrollment. Twenty-one children had been diagnosed with CP (age = 13.4 ± 2.8 yrs.; 12 females) and twenty-five were TD (age = 14.5 ± 3.1 yrs.; 11 females). Visual inspection of the MR images of the participants showed no visible signs of atrophy or damage to the occipital cortices. All participants were free of metal implants that could interfere with the MEG or be a MRI safety hazard. The TD participants had no known visual, neurological, developmental, or musculoskeletal impairments. The demographics of the children with CP are shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. The children with CP that participated in this study were referred from the staff occupational and physical therapists at the Munroe-Meyer Institute who provide educational services in the school setting. As part of their educational services, all of the children undergo a vision screening to determine if they have visual deficits that need to be addressed. This visual screening includes near (40.6 cm) and far (6 m) distance visual acuity in right/left eye, and pass/fail tests for amblyopia, strabismus, and internal/external eye health. The children that were referred for this study were listed as having normal or corrected to normal visual acuity when using both eyes and could focus at a distance of 1 m. None of the participants were identified as having challenges with functional vision that impacted their activities of daily living or access to educational materials. All of the parents provided written consent that their child could participate in the investigation, and the children assented. The Institutional Review Board at the University of Nebraska Medical Center reviewed and approved the protocol for this investigation.Table 1Demographics of the participating children with spastic cerebral palsy (CP). GMFCS = Gross Motor Function Classification Score. Children with a level I walk independently, level II walk with some limitations, level III primarily use crutches or a walker while walking, and level IV primarily use power mobility.Child with CPAge (years)SexGMFCS LevelCP subtype116.7FIDiplegia216.7MIIIDiplegia311.6MIIRight Hemiplegia415.4FIIIDiplegia511.0FIIDiplegia614.9FIIIDiplegia716.8MIIDiplegia811.5MIDiplegia915.8MIDiplegia1013.8FIDiplegia1110.6FIIRight Hemiplegia129.3FIRight Hemiplegia1311.8FIIDiplegia1417.8MIIIDiplegia1511.3FIIIDiplegia1610.7MIIRight Hemiplegia1710.1MIILeft Hemiplegia1812.0MILeft Hemiplegia1913.4FIVDiplegia2012.3FIIRight Hemiplegia2118.9MIIDiplegia

2.2. MEG data acquisition and experimental paradigm {#s0020}
---------------------------------------------------

Neuromagnetic responses were sampled continuously at 1 kHz with an acquisition bandwidth of 0.1 -- 330 Hz using an Elekta MEG system (Helsinki, Finland) with 306 magnetic sensors, including 204 planar gradiometers and 102 magnetometers. All recordings were conducted in a one-layer magnetically-shielded room with active shielding engaged for advanced environmental noise compensation. For the experiment, the participants were seated upright in a magnetically silent chair with their head positioned within the helmet-shaped MEG sensor array. A custom-built head stabilization device that consisted of a series of inflatable airbags that surrounded the sides of the head and filled the void between the head and MEG helmet was worn during the data collection in order to stabilize the head and reduced the probability of any large head movements. To assess the neural processing of primary visual information, the participant viewed a series of vertical, stationary, square wave gratings (3 cycles per degree) that have been previously shown to evoke robust power changes in the alpha (8 -- 16 Hz range) and gamma (40 -- 56 Hz range) bands ([@b0005], [@b0070], [@b0250], [@b0285]). Images were displayed on a back-projected flat screen at eye-level and approximately one meter away. The participants were instructed to fixate on a central red square that remained present throughout the paradigm. Each visual presentation trial began with the appearance of the stationary gratings that remained visible for 500 ms before disappearing. The inter-stimulus interval varied between 2.2 and 2.6 s, and 120 visual stimulations were presented ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1MEG visual task. Participants were positioned upright one meter from the stimulus screen and maintained visual fixation on the central red square throughout the task. A static spatial-grating stimulus was presented for 500 ms, with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 2200--2600 ms. Each participant viewed 120 spatial-grating trials during the experiment. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

2.3. MEG coregistration {#s0025}
-----------------------

For the MEG experiment, four coils were affixed to the head of each participant and were used for continuous head localization. Prior to the experiment, the location of these coils, three fiducial points, and the scalp surface was digitized to determine their three-dimensional position (Fastrak 3SF0002, Polhemus Navigator Sciences, Colchester, VT, USA). During the MEG recording, an electric current with a unique frequency label (*e.g*., 322 Hz) was fed to each of the four coils. This induced a measurable magnetic field and allowed each coil to be localized throughout the recording session. Since the coil locations were also known in head coordinates, all MEG measurements could be transformed into a common coordinate system. With this coordinate system (including the scalp surface points), each participant's MEG data was coregistered with their neuro-anatomical MRI data using the three external landmarks (*i.e*., fiducials) and the digitized scalp surface points prior to source space analyses. The neuroanatomical MRI data were aligned parallel to the anterior and posterior commissures and transformed into standardized space using BESA MRI (Version 2.0; BESA GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany).

2.4. MEG pre-processing & time-frequency transformation {#s0030}
-------------------------------------------------------

Using the MaxFilter software (Elekta), each MEG dataset was individually corrected for head motion that may have occurred during the visual processing experiment and was subjected to noise reduction using the signal space separation method with a temporal extension ([@b0260]). Cardiac and blink artifacts were removed from the data using signal-space projection (SSP), which was accounted for during source reconstruction ([@b0265]). The continuous magnetic time series was divided into epochs of 1300 ms in duration (-400 ms to + 900 ms; time 0 ms defined as the onset of the first visual grating), with the baseline period defined as -350 to -50 ms. Artifact rejection was performed using a fixed threshold method and supplemented with visual inspection. This quality check resulted in four of the participants (CP = 1, TD = 3) being excluded due to notable MEG artifacts. The epoch acceptance rate was 82% (98 ± 4 epochs) for the remaining participants, with no statistical difference in acceptance rate between groups (*p* = 0.86).

The artifact-free epochs were transformed into the time--frequency domain using complex demodulation ([@b0115]), and the resulting spectral power estimations per sensor were averaged over trials to generate time--frequency plots of the mean spectral density. These sensor-level data were normalized using the respective bin's baseline power (-350 ms to -50 ms time window). The specific time--frequency windows used for imaging were determined by a fully data-driven approach that began with a statistical analysis of the sensor-level spectrograms across the entire array of gradiometers across all participants. Each data point in the spectrogram was initially evaluated using a mass-univariate approach based on the general linear model. To reduce the risk of false positive results while maintaining reasonable sensitivity, a two-stage procedure was followed to control for Type 1 error. In the first stage, paired-sample t-tests (baseline vs. visual presentation) were conducted on each data point, and the output spectrogram of t-values was thresholded at *p* \< 0.05 to define time--frequency bins containing potentially significant oscillatory deviations across all participants. In stage two, time--frequency bins that survived the threshold were clustered with temporally and spectrally neighboring bins that were also above the threshold (*p* \< 0.05), and a cluster value was derived by summing all of the *t*-values of all data points in the cluster. Nonparametric permutation testing was then used to derive a distribution of cluster-values, and the significance level of the observed clusters (from stage one) were tested directly using this distribution ([@b0165]). For each comparison, at least 1,000 permutations were computed to build a distribution of cluster values. Based on these analyses, the time--frequency windows that contained significant oscillatory events across all participants (described in the Results section) were subjected to a beamforming analysis.

2.5. MEG source imaging & statistics {#s0035}
------------------------------------

A minimum variance vector beamforming algorithm was employed to calculate the source power across the entire brain volume ([@b0065], [@b0085]). The single images were derived from the cross-spectral densities of all combinations of MEG sensors, and the solution of the forward problem for each location on a grid specified by input voxel space. Following convention, the source power in these images was normalized per subject using a separately averaged pre-stimulus noise period of equal duration and bandwidth ([@b0085], [@b0270]). Such images are typically referred to as pseudo-t maps, with units (pseudo-t) that reflect noise-normalized power differences (*i.e*., visual presentation vs. baseline) per voxel. The resulting beamformer images were 4.0 × 4.0 × 4.0 resolution and were transformed into standard space by using the transform that was previously applied to the structural MRI volume and then spatially resampled. MEG pre-processing and imaging was performed with the Brain Electrical Source Analysis software (BESA v6.0; Grafelfing, Germany).

We imaged the statistically-defined time--frequency windows in each participant using a beamformer and then averaged all output pseudo-t maps across participants to identify the peak voxels, which were used to identify group differences in the cortical oscillations of interest. To examine the dynamics, the virtual sensor (*i.e*., voxel time series) for the peak voxel per response were computed by applying the sensor-weighting matrix derived through the forward computation to the preprocessed signal vector, which yielded a time series for each source vector centered in the voxel of interest ([@b0020], [@b0075], [@b0080]). An average of the respective time courses was subsequently created to qualitatively evaluate the changes seen in each frequency band of interest.

3. Results {#s0040}
==========

3.1. Sensor space analysis {#s0045}
--------------------------

Presentation of the visual stimulus was associated with strong oscillatory power changes across a large number of gradiometers over the occipital cortices ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). These grand-averaged sensor-level spectrograms showed a robust increase in power that began 50 ms after the visual stimulus and stretched across a broad frequency band (20 -- 72 Hz), and was sustained in the high-gamma (60 -- 72 Hz) frequency range for about 300 ms. Statistical analyses revealed separate components of increased power within the beta (20 -- 36 Hz, 50 -- 100 ms), low-gamma (40 -- 56 Hz, 50 -- 100 ms), and high-gamma (60 -- 72 Hz, 50 -- 350 ms) frequency ranges (*p* \< 0.001, corrected; [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Concurrently, a significant decrease in the power was detected in the alpha--beta (10 -- 20 Hz) frequency range during the 175 to 475 ms time window (*p* \< 0.001, corrected; [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). To identify the brain regions generating these oscillatory responses, we beamformed each of these respective time--frequency windows.Fig. 2Time-frequency spectrogram from a gradiometer sensor located over the occipital cortex averaged across all participants. Time (in ms) is denoted on the *x*-axis, with 0 ms defined as the onset of the spatial grating. Spectral power is expressed as the difference from the baseline period (-350 to -50 ms). Separate components of significantly increased power were seen across the beta (20--36 Hz, 50 -- 100 ms), low-gamma (40 -- 56 Hz, 50 -- 100 ms) and high-gamma (60 -- 72 Hz, 50 -- 350 ms) frequency bands. In addition, there was a significant decrease in power in the alpha--beta (10 -- 20 Hz) frequency band during the latter time window (175 to 475 ms). Permutation testing indicated that all components were significant relative to baseline, *p* \< 0.001, corrected.

3.2. Alpha and beta cortical oscillations {#s0050}
-----------------------------------------

The beamformer images for the power increase seen in the beta (20 -- 36 Hz) band during the 50 -- 100 ms time window (baseline = -100 to -50 ms) revealed activity bilaterally in the occipital cortices. The individual pseudo-t values from the peak voxels of the respective hemispheres were subsequently extracted for each participant and averaged, as we did not have hemisphere-specific hypotheses. Group-wise statistical testing indicated that the strength of the beta increase did not differ between groups (TD = 4.2 ± 1.3; CP = 2.9 ± 0.7; *p* = 0.36).

The beamforming images for the decrease in alpha--beta (10 -- 20 Hz) power during the latter 175 -- 475 ms time window (baseline = -350 to -50 ms) indicated that these neural oscillatory responses extended across the occipital cortices ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). The pseudo-t value from the peak voxel in each hemisphere was extracted and averaged per participant, as again we had no hemisphere-specific hypotheses. Group-wise statistics indicated that the strength of the alpha--beta decrease seen in the occipital cortices was significantly stronger for the TD group compared to the group with CP (*p* \< 0.001). To determine the temporal dynamics, we extracted the neural time course from the peak voxel from each hemisphere and averaged the respective time courses. These time courses showed that the strength of the alpha--beta decreases were stronger for the TD group beginning at 75 ms and continued to be stronger throughout the presentation of the visual stimulus.Fig. 3Alpha-beta (10 -- 20 Hz) occipital cortical oscillations during the 175 to 475 ms time window. A) The grand-averaged beamformer image shows that the alpha--beta oscillations were centered on the occipital cortices. The pseudo-*t* color bar is shown to the right of the image. B) Relative response values (pseudo-*t*) averaged across participants per group, with \* indicating *p* \< 0.001. C) The neural time course was extracted from the peak voxel of each hemisphere, and then averaged across hemispheres for each group. The time series of the children with CP are plotted in red, while the TD participants are plotted in blue. Time (ms) is denoted on the *x*-axis with relative amplitude (%) shown on the *y*-axis. The visual stimulus was presented at 0 ms (dotted line), and the time--frequency window imaged is shown in the grayed area. The TD group demonstrated a stronger decrease in the alpha--beta occipital cortical oscillations throughout the stimulus presentation compared to the group with CP. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Lastly, to inform future studies, we performed an exploratory analysis by dividing groups based on type of CP (hemiplegic and diplegic) and GMFCS level to examine a potential relationship with the strength of the cortical oscillations. The strength of the beta response did not differ between children with hemiplegia and diplegia forms of CP (*p* = 0.96) or by GMFCS levels (*p = 0.40).*

3.3. Gamma cortical oscillations {#s0055}
--------------------------------

The low-gamma (40 -- 56 Hz) during the 50 to 100 ms time window (baseline -100 to -50 ms; [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}) and high-gamma (60 -- 72 Hz) oscillations during the 50 to 350 ms time window (baseline -350 to -50 ms; [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}) were generated by the occipital cortices bilaterally. The pseudo-*t* values from the peak voxels of the respective frequency bands were subsequently extracted and averaged across hemispheres per response. The results indicated that the stimulus induced a significantly weaker gamma responses in both the low (*p* = 0.01) and high-gamma range (*p* = 0.01) in those with CP compared to the TD children. The neural time courses from the peak voxels were subsequently extracted to evaluate these differences. These time courses showed that the children with CP had notably weaker low and high-gamma oscillations compared with the TD children throughout the stimulus duration.Fig. 4Low-gamma (40 -- 56 Hz) occipital responses during the 50 to100 ms time window. A) The grand-averaged beamformer image shows that the gamma increase was centered on the occipital cortices. B) Relative response values (pseudo-*t*) averaged across participants per group, with \* indicating *p* = 0.01. C) The neural time course was extracted from the peak voxel of each hemisphere, and then averaged across hemispheres for each group. The time series for the group with CP are plotted in red, while the TD group are plotted in blue. Time (ms) is denoted on the *x*-axis with relative amplitude (%) shown on the *y*-axis. The visual stimulus was presented at 0 ms (dotted line), and the time--frequency window imaged is shown in the grayed area. The TD group had consistently stronger neural activity when compared with the group with CP. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 5High-gamma (60 -- 72 Hz) occipital responses during the 50 to 350 ms time window. A) The grand-averaged beamformer image shows that the induced change in high-gamma oscillations was centered on the occipital cortices. B) Relative response values (pseudo-*t*) averaged across participants per group, with \* indicating *p* = 0.01C). The neural time course was extracted from the peak voxel of each hemisphere, and then averaged across hemispheres for each group. The time series of the children with CP are plotted in red, while the TD children are plotted in blue. Time (ms) is denoted on the *x*-axis with relative amplitude (%) shown on the *y*-axis. The visual stimulus was presented at 0 ms (dotted line), and the time--frequency window imaged is shown in the grayed area. The TD group had consistently stronger neural activity when compared to the group with CP. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Analogous to our approach for alpha and beta oscillations, the children with CP were further divided into groups based on type of CP (hemiplegic and diplegic) and GMFCS level to examine a potential relationship with the strength of the low- and high-gamma cortical oscillations. The strength of both gamma responses did not differ between children with hemiplegia and diplegia forms of CP (low-gamma, *p* = 0.34; high-gamma, *p* = 0.44) or by GMFCS levels (low-gamma, *p* = 0.30; high-gamma, *p* = 0.86).

4. Discussion {#s0060}
=============

A number of studies have begun to establish visual processing impairments in children with CP using behavioral-observational methodologies ([@b0040], [@b0050], [@b0055], [@b0220]). Yet, the neural mechanisms that underlie these deficits remain, for the most part, completely unknown. This study used MEG and beamforming methods to quantify the occipital cortical oscillations while TD children and children with CP viewed stationary high-contrast stimuli. Our results showed that the induced changes in the strength of the alpha--beta and gamma cortical oscillations were weaker in the children with CP. These results indicate that the altered alpha--beta and gamma cortical oscillations likely play a role in the aberrant visual processing frequently observed clinically. Further discussion of the implication of these results are detailed in the following sections.

Compared with the TD participants, those with CP had weaker gamma oscillatory activity in the occipital cortices while viewing the spatial gratings. Prior research has suggested that such gamma oscillations are linked with bottom up processing of visual information ([@b0010], [@b0195], [@b0235], [@b0255]). This may indicate that the initial cortical processing of fine visual features are degraded in those with CP. A previous MRS and PET study has also shown that gamma oscillations are dependent upon the interconnection between the pyramidal cells and GABAergic inhibitory interneurons ([@b0135], [@b0175]). This relationship might explain the weaker gamma results presented here since prior PET studies have also shown that participants with CP tend to have increased GABA receptor binding potential within the cortices ([@b0145], [@b0185]). Hence, we suspect that the weaker gamma responses seen in this investigation is to some degree a result of altered GABA activity. Conceptually, aberrant gamma oscillations would result in more downstream errors in the higher-level integration of the incoming visual information.

The children with CP also had weaker decreases in their alpha--beta activity within the occipital cortices while viewing the gratings. Such alpha and beta cortical oscillations have been associated with top-down processing of the visual feedback ([@b0010], [@b0110]), and are thought to influence the neural computations early in the visual stream that are involved in the perception of a visual stimulus ([@b0155], [@b0210]). Hence, it is possible that the perceptual errors seen in children with CP may be related to top-down visual processing. A prior MEG study has also shown that the alpha--beta oscillations are central to the engagement of visual attention ([@b0100]). Hence, it is alternatively feasible that the weaker alpha--beta oscillations seen in the children with CP might be linked with their inability to sustain attention on the visual stimuli.

Despite the high prevalence of visual processing impairments in children with CP recognized in the literature and in the definition of CP, these aberrations continue to be overlooked in the medical and educational communities. Frankly, many of the perinatal brain lesions that cause the characteristic motor impairments in CP are also implicated in the etiology of visual dysfunction ([@b0105]). Hence, the visual dysfunction and the motor dysfunction may be intricately linked. For example, individuals with CP may have periventricular leukomalacia, which frequently affects the development of the optic radiations ([@b0095]). Periventricular leukomalacia has been associated with visual ([@b0045], [@b0150]), as well as motor dysfunction. Additionally, the basal ganglia may contribute to the motor dysfunction in those with CP ([@b0095]) along with affecting basic visual processes such as visual acuity, fixation shifting, visual attention, and visual evoked potentials ([@b0170]). Hence, there is likely significant overlap in the etiology of the motor and visual deficits seen in those with CP. Therefore, it is plausible that those with greater motor impairments may also have visual processing deficits that synergistically affect the fidelity of their motor actions. Historically, the motor impairments in these children have been primarily seen as resulting from a musculoskeletal origin. This perception might not be completely accurate, as they might just as likely be related to perceptual processing of the environmental constraints.

Before closing, several possible limitations should be considered. While the experimental paradigm used in this investigation allowed us to explore the visual processing of contrast stimuli in children with CP, we were limited in our abilities to probe higher-level neural processes. Secondarily, our experimental data does not provide a full clinical picture of the visual disturbances in the participants, as a detailed neuro-ophthalmological evaluation was not performed. That being said, it should be recognized that the MEG assessments used here do provide a reliable and unbiased measure of visual cortical function in children with CP since they do not rely on self-report. It is also important to note that all of our participants with CP had the spastic subtype and caution should be made when expanding these results to children with non-spastic CP. Finally, we were unable to evaluate if there is a possible connection between the structural aberrations seen in children with CP and the strength of the occipital oscillations. It is possible that specific brain maldevelopments and/or white/grey matter injuries may moderate the strength of the occipital cortical oscillations.

5. Conclusion {#s0065}
=============

Our experimental outcomes suggest that specific neurophysiological processes may be abnormal in the visual processing network of children with CP. Overall, our results showed deficient cortical activity serving visual processing, including weaker alpha--beta and gamma neural oscillations following high-contrast visual stimuli. Identifying deficiencies in specific neural processes may provide a target for intervention and an unbiased neurophysiological marker for evaluation. We foresee that therapeutic strategies that enhance lower-level visual processes may have cascading beneficial effects on higher-level visual-perceptual processes.
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